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Introduction

Dan proposed to Phil with a Whisk for a ring Phil said yes and they had a whisk wedding where they
performed the internet is here in the sparkly suits and cat whiskers
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Chapter 1

The Day Dan and Phil got married.
It was dawn. The sun hung brightly in the sky shining down on the great citizens of London, UK. It
was the morning that Dan would propose to Phil in Starbucks. Of course, Phil had no clue that Dan
was going to do this. It was around 11:18 AM, Dan wasn't up yet as he completely ignored his alarm.
His eyelids slid up,
" AGGGGGGHHHHHHH" Exclaimed Dan!, "It's TUESDAY!" He jumped out of bed and went
downstairs. He put the pancakes on the grill. Phil began to stumble downstairs.," Morning Daniel.,.."
He muttered as he walked into the fridge. Dan began to topple the pancakes and smothered them in
maple syrup that they had especially imported from Canada, (I mean REALLY). Phil went into the
other room and sat in the sofa creases, Dan brought in the pancakes AND Lion. " Morning Phil!" says
lion in a really disturbing voice. They stuffed pancakes down their face and went up to get dressed.
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Chapter 2

"Do you want to go to Starbucks?" Says Dan
"Yes pls mama love me." Says Phil
"What?" says Dan
"*coughs* Nothing.." Says Phil while blushing a deep red color.
"Okie then" says Dan while pulling a strange face.
Phil puts on his space coat, red scarf and hat and Dan puts on a coat. They TRY to walk to Starbucks,
but they die of exhaustion. (I'm joking, not really) They sit at a table and immediately get recognized
but one of their fans.
"Dan and Phil?" says a really cute five-year-old called Jess
"Yes?" Says Phil
"OMG I LOVE U SO MUCH DADDY LOVE ME PLS: D" Says Jess
"Ok right" says Dan, "Phil baby, I love you so much and I want to spent the rest of my life with you,
*gets one one knee and pulls out ring* Will you marry me?"
"Danny boi YES" Says Phil
They walk outside and kiss passionately, than they walk home holding hands talking about the
wedding.
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Chapter 3

*6 months later*
*welcome to the black parade is playing* Phil is walking down the isle with his dad. *wedding in isle
6* Dan and Phil's family are all staring and taking lots of photos and smiling.
Dan and Phil are standing face to face smiling*
"We are here today to celebrate the gathering of two couples who want to be lawfully wedded,
Phillip Lester, please state your vows"
" Ok phew here we go. Daniel, When our eyes met I knew it was meant to be. We stood hand in hand
pushing each other on the swings. Chasing each other down the hills of love. Yeah I got that of the
*Bursts into sparkly jazz suits and song* INTERNET IS HERE!
*Sings song*
"Daniel, please state your vows."
"I love you Philly, we've gone through lots together, We should be in sharpie whiskers xD":) (Yeah I
had to do that)
"I may now pronounce you as husband and whisk *coughs* sorry I mean husband and husband"
WOOOOOOOOOOOOO
They walk out to death of a bachelor..
I hope you enjoyed my first ever.. FanFic!
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